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Introduction: Carbonaceous meteorites are unique meteorites in the extraterrestrial rocks. In this study author reports 

proposed model of previous unknown characteristics of hard samples with voids, carbon-bearing texture, Ca-Al-rich grains 

(with H, C, S) and detailed model of carbon-bearing grains in the carbonaceous meteorite which are applied to the Hayabusa 

samples as the present purpose here.  

Characteristics of Carbonaceous chondrite: Carbonaceous chondrites contain ususally Ca and C elements (with Mg, Na 

ions and H2O molecules), where these ions can form molecular gel (polymer) and amorphous (poorly crystallized Emblyo-type 

of carbonates (calcite and aragonite in mineral crystal). This suggests that extraterestial Celestial body is started as 1) 

Ordinary chondrite-type micrograins and intercluster pores (as less 2nm) followed gel pores (2 to 20nm in size) without 

carbonated calcium silicate matrixes, and 2) Carbonaceous chondrite-type micrograins show Ca-modified silica gel clusters 

mixed with amorphous calcium carbonates (ACC) with pores (4 to 10nm) as shown in Table 1. This model can be explain 

why the meteorite shows porous rocks and harder rock (than normal porous crystalline rocks with light weight). These gel to 

amorphous grain can be formed in present laboratory and industrial application as Ca-Al-rich grains (with H, C, S) as low 

carbon binders. This is just by accident in natural meteorite field academically because author has been investigated carbon 

origin and its application in science filed (including the AMS carbon dating projects) used in terrestrial age of the Antarctic 

meteorites (also in the Apollo samples as its carbon origins), and recent project of carbon and carbon dioxides gas fixing by 

dynamic processes (as the public University project). If it can be confirmed in science filed, then we can apply that 

carbonceous meteorites (and Moon rocks) has similar texture to fix carbon (or carbon dioxides) by its sources and 

development of its extraterrestrial rocks (model of grains of ions-gel polymer-amorphouse calcium carbonates as shown in 

Table 1, followed clear calcite crystal as in water planet Earth finally). This can be applied it also to decrease the climate 

warning scientifically and inductrially (as well-known Japanese scientist indicated by calculated estimates from global 

environmental data). The paper is dicussed it as material data with proposed model in the Hayabusa Symposium in Tokyo. 

 

             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Summary: Author proposes model of hard samples with voids, carbon-bearing texture, Ca-Al-rich grains (with H, C, S) 

and carbon-bearing grains in the carbonaceous meteorite (also including the Hayabusa samples).  
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